The conventional planar scan matching approach cannot cope well with the open environment as lacking of sufficient edges and corners. This paper presents a conic feature based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm via 2D lidar which can adapt to an open environment nicely. The novelty of this work includes threefold: (1) defining a conic feature based parametrization approach; (2) developing a method to utilize feature's conic geometric information and odometry information since open environments are short of regular linear geometric features; (3) developing a factor graph based framework which can be adapted with the proposed parametrization. Simulation experiments and real environment experiments demonstrated that the proposed SLAM algorithm can get accurate and convincing results for the open environment and the map in our representation can express accurately the environment situation. INDEX TERMS Conic equation, 2D lidar, open environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is a fundamental research problem for autonomous robot navigation and map construction, comprising robot's or sensors' state estimation and corresponding map construction [1] . As series of researches indicated that different sensors equipped on a robot have significant influences on its potential application, it is worth mentioning that SLAM system based on lidar is considered as an effective and accurate way for robots to construct a map and locate themselves [2] - [5] . One important focus in the area of lidar-based SLAM is how to register scans and how to optimize the trajectories as precisely as possible. Two classes of scan points registration methods are adopted in recent years' research, namely, Iterated Closest Point (ICP) [6] - [8] based method and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) based method [9] . The latter one can be extended to a famous special case named Normal Distribution Transform (NDT) [10] - [12] . On this basis, some state-of-the-art 2D lidar-based SLAM algorithms have been developed for many indoor scenarios [13] - [17] , especially those constituted by regular, obvious and sufficient lines or corners as is shown in Fig. 1(a) .
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However, outdoor environment is complicated and cannot be treated as a general scenario (As shown in Fig. 1(b) ). Compared to the general indoor environment, an open environment presents a series of challenges including: 1) Lacking of regular linear geometric information. Different from indoor environment, an open area is often composed of scarce trees, which has a significant influence on the performance of scan matching. Assume the robot moves around an object with cylindrical surface, then data acquired by lidar equipped on the robot is distributed on the robot-facing edge. In cases where the robot is operated in an indoor environment with boundaries and polygon features, such edge-distributed data will not increase the error apparently because its weight is diluted by other lines or corners. Once the scenario is lack of polygon features or boundaries, the performance of matching is dramatically declined. 2) Inconsecutive observations. Due to the sparse objects within open environments, observations can not be obtained steadily over time. Therefore, frame-to-frame scan matching cannot be executed. 3) Large scale maps. One common method to build map is via occupancy grid map (OGM). However, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ constructing OGM in an open environment is ineffective since the large proportion of the environment consists of free space. Eventually, building OGM still causes a waste of computational memory because much data are stored as ''free grid''. Currently, numerous approaches have been proposed to enhance the performance of scan matching. A common way is to consider lidar data as features via series of segmentation [18] - [20] . Zhang and Ghosh [21] employed 2D laser rangefinder to locate the robot and built a corresponding map via extracting line segments as basic elements. Coincidentally, Li et al. [22] proposed a point and line features based SLAM method. They firstly distinguished point and line features via a Split-and-Merge algorithm, then optimized poses by minimizing l q -norm distance [23] , [24] . However, line features are not suitable for an open environment. Some recent studies have considered the use of conic curves to calculate the location of features [25] . Zhang et al. [26] combined 2D lidar and gyroscope to navigate a robot in the forest. They utilized circles to fit scan points and estimated poses by feature-based extended Kalman filter. Unlike our method, their research focused on the initial application assuming all features as circles. Actually, these circular-like shapes are not standard circles. In other words, large accumulated error is unavoidable if scan points are fitted with circle alone. Also, the problem cannot be optimized globally because the feature-based extended Kalman filter is not able to close the loop and correct the accumulated error with time.
To avoid failure in an open environment, some researchers attempted to improve the performance of scan matching [27] . Besides, more researchers tried to seek aid from other sensors such as camera, wheel odometer, GPS, or ultrasonic [28] - [30] . Shin et.al. [31] proposed a sparse depth enhanced direct visual-lidar SLAM. Jiang et al. [32] proposed a SLAM framework fusing vision sensor and low-cost lidar. Xue et al. [33] fused IMU, wheel encoder and lidar simultaneously to estimated ego-motion for an mobile vehicle. However, non of these approaches proposed countermeasures for discontinuous laser scan, even [33] did not mention how to deal with inconsecutive scan while fusing more than three sensors.
Another inevitable aspect is the representation of maps. At present, some common representation ways in 2D are point clouds map [34] - [36] and occupancy grid map [37] - [39] . In addition to these two common representation ways, Einhorn and Gross [40] used Normal Distribtuion Transform (NDT) maps for a lifelong SLAM algorithm. Zhang and Ghosh [21] introduced a closed line segment map consisting of only line segments and defining a closed and connected region.
To overcome the above mentioned limitations, we proposed a novel conic feature based SLAM algorithm for mobile robot working in open environment. In contrast with existing planar SLAM systems or algorithms, we utilized conic characteristic of discrete scan points scattered on the edge of the object, while conventional methods only consider relationship between points or extraction of line segments. More than just utilizing geometric information, a further progress has been made that we defined a new parametrization approach for such conic feature and constructed corresponding factor graph optimization model. We also represented the map with conic features instead of occupancy grid map. In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed approach, we carried out experiments in simulated and real environments respectively. Also we evaluated our approach on a public dataset. The main contributions of this paper include: 1) Defining a conic feature based parametrization approach. 2) Developing a method to utilize feature's conic geometric information and odometry information since open environments are short of regular linear geometric features. 3) Developing a factor graph based framework which can be adapted with the proposed parametrization. Remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Specific methodological theory and implementation are suggested in Section II. Section III presents detailed comparative experiments and analysis. Finally, conclusions and prospected future works are drawn in Section IV. 
II. METHODOLOGY
The architecture of the proposed algorithm incorporates two main components as is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Once data collection via lidar is finished, the first stage named data processing starts and the point sets are fitted by conic equation. The scan points are under the proposed parametrization after fitting. Noted that raw points are still stored although points are fitted into conic feature at this step. Then with the prior of odometry information, the feature list is to be updated if the current feature never occurred, otherwise a new edge between current step and this feature is linked to help close the loop. After data processing, the optimization problem is continued by iterative non-linear least squares method such as Gauss-Newton method or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This stage is called graph optimization or the back-end. Each robot pose, feature parameters and the final map is eventually obtained after the back-end.
A. DATA PROCESSING
Conic feature parametrization and association are finished at this stage. We proposed a conic feature parametrization to model conic features for solving SLAM problem. The conic feature can be fitted on the basis of Ahn's work [41] . We also studied the uncertainty flow from sensor to parameterized feature which makes the fitted result reliable.
1) PARAMETRIZATION
There are four basic types of conics: circles, ellipses, hyperbolas, and parabolas. Fortunately, it is unnecessary to utilize all of the four types. In real world, circular or elliptical shaped objects such as trees and pillars appear more frequently, which means it is easy to implement circle or ellipse equation when denoting actual features. Further more, circle is the special case of ellipse where the major axis and the minor axis have the same dimension. Hence we can take advantage of ellipse equation to express features. Motivated by the above insight, the conic feature suggested in this paper is parameterized by
As is shown in Fig. 3 , {G} F x , {G} F y is the central coordinate of the ellipse in the global frame, F φ is the angle between ellipse's major axis and the world frame x-axis. F r 1 , F r 2 are the absolute dimensions of the major axis and the minor axis respectively.
If the feature has circular shape, it is apparently confused to decide the specific position of the major or minor axis as well as the angle. Fortunately, we can still adopt this expression because of the elaboration of feasibility and validity of proposed feature parametrization in Section II-A.3 and Section III-B.
2) ELLIPSE FITTING
Many studies on fitting points into ellipses have been conducted. Our method is based on [41] and [42] , supplementing studies on uncertainty flow from sensors to features. This section introduces the implementation approaches and uncertainty transmission.
• Polynomial fitting The most common and widely used method to fit a ellipse should be polynomial fitting. Given a cluster of points P = {p i = (x i , y i ) | i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n} aligned on the surface of an arbitrary ellipse, obviously all of these points must satisfy the conic equation. With the parametrization mentioned above it is easy to give the equation at each point as follows:
After series of simplification and like terms combination, a general polynomial form of conic equation is denoted by the following equation:
where A, B, C, D, E, F, are polynomial coefficients [42] .
Obviously a trivial solution that all of the coefficients are equal to 0 is good for nothing. To avoid such a situation, several normalization ways can be employed. In this paper, we normalized A + C = 1. Then for all the n points Eq. (2) can be revised into vector form:
where
Hence the linear least squares problem becomes This problem has a closed-form solution:
Generally an ellipse can be fitted with series of points through the polynomial method talked above. Nevertheless, a robot can always ''see'' the object in one single direction as is shown in Fig. 4 which implies proper distributed points result in good ellipse fitting. For example, when the robot is in the position as is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a), the results obtained by Eq. (6) are highly reliable. But if the robot happens to observe the extreme flat end or extreme narrow end of a ellipse ( Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) ), the observed points may contribute badly to the polynomial function, leading to a totally wrong result or even a complex solution. Therefore an enhanced method should be imposed.
• Orthogonal point fitting In order to overcome the problem discussed in the previous section, one enhanced approach is to minimize the orthogonal distance which is invariant to rigid transformations in Euclidean space and which presents low curvature bias. 
Because the feature coordinate {F} is defined in the standard ellipse form, we can directly apply standard ellipse equation to the point cloud {F} p.
For any given point {F} p i = (x i , y i ) ∈ {F} p in ellipse frame, it is easy to find the orthogonal point {F} p i = x i , y i located on the ellipse by solving tangent line equation and the standard ellipse equation as follows:
Given the point {G} p i :
then the orthogonal point {F} p i : x i , y i can be found by adapting generalized Newton method iteratively to Eq. (8) through the following functions:
The initial guess x 0 for solving Eq. (9) can be given by approximately calculating the midpoint of two intersection points, where one point
{F} p i and the ellipse. The other point {F} x k 2 , {F} y k 2 is the intersection of the perpendicular line at {F} p i with respect to the ellipse's major axis and the ellipse. The three points are calculated by:
The orthogonal point {F} p : {F} x i , {F} y i is finally obtained after iterative calculation of Eq. (9) . At last the orthogonal error distance is minimized by the equation:
after transferring the orthogonal point from feature frame to the global frame {G} p :
is the covariance matrix of the intrinsic noise of the sensor. Noted that we have defined ellipse parameters vector =
in global frame, derivatives of can be found through Eq. (7) and Eq. (8):
The Jacobian matrix is to be derived after series of reductions by
where B is the Jacobian matrix from Eq. (9), and C = (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 ):
Finally, the value of ellipse parameters will be solved through iteratively minimizing the orthogonal error distance Eq. (12) among all of the given points. Noticed that an initial guess is still inevitable even using orthogonal point fitting method. Thus in this research the result of Eq. (5) is considered as initial guess. The algorithm of ellipse fitting is explicated in Algorithm 1. We have taken several steps to improve the fitting accuracy.
At first, enough input points are necessary to start fitting. The initial valueF 0 is given by fitting with polynomial Eq. (6). Then the curvature difference (by calculating the curvatures in each end of the points and finding the difference) is sought and compared with an empirical criterion λ φ . If the difference is acceptable,F is to be solved by iteratively doing Eq. (14).
3) UNCERTAINTY TRANSMISSION
As we know, ''ellipse fitting'' is an approximation of the raw data, there is information loss during the procedure. It is untrusted to utilize fitted parameters without analyzing uncertainty transmission process. If we denote sensor's information matrix as I s = −1 , the information matrix of parameterized feature I f can be calculated by: It should be noted that two cases will cause ill-condition problem of Jacobian J, one is that the point p i locates at the ellipse center, while the other case is when the ellipse has two similar axes (close to a circle, which is a special case of ellipse equation). Fig. 5(d) ). A remarkable part is that all the errors are strictly within the scope of their corresponding uncertainty except circular feature's angle which is not zero and the corresponding uncertainty is marked as infinite. It is caused by the same dimension of major and minor axis that deriving angle turns to be unreliable. Noise cannot be ignored when a robot is handled in real world (See Fig. 5 (e) - Fig. 5(h) ). As we have analyzed the uncertainty transmission above, uncertainty caused by sensors are evidently transmitted to the fitted parameters. All the errors are significantly limited in the range of calculated uncertainty. Even for a badly fitted result ( Fig. 5(g) ), the fitted ellipse diverges from the exact model but all the errors are reasonably in the range of uncertainty. not hard to make association. Different from conventional lidar SLAM, each feature defined in our parametrization possesses a center, an angle and a pair of geometry dimensions, and these parameters can be taken into account if correspondences are found, since using pure points is more complicated to solve nearest neighbor for the sake of large size and dense distribution. Noted that if no valid fitted features appear at a certain step, this step is marked by ''no observation'' and no edges are added between this step's node and other feature poses' node (discussed in Section II-B). Then our approach can overcome the challenge of no consecutive observations.
As is shown in Fig. 6 , a newly fitted feature as well as odometry information is considered at the same time to determine whether this feature appeared or not. If this newly fitted feature appears for the first time (not the same feature in the feature list), it is added to the feature list. Otherwise, the feature list will update existing features only.
B. GRAPH OPTIMIZATION
This section focuses on the back-end optimization of the proposed algorithm. Thanks to the data processing section we are provided with an initial graph of robot poses and features. The remainder of this section briefly introduces factor graph SLAM for our problem. When a robot is carried in a 2D space, its state vector can be described by P = (x, y, θ). Remarkably, according to the parametrization discussed above, we form the first three parameters F x , F y , F φ as the feature's ''pose''F with geometry properties F r . With our feature parametrization approach each feature can be re-expressed as a feature pose and a dimensional part denoted by F :F F r . Let us assume a simplified structure ( Fig. 7(a) ). Blue nodes are robot poses and red nodes are features, and each observation is represented by an arrow edge. When express this structure via factor graph ( Fig. 7(b) ), one observation are represented by an edge with a black point. Edges between robot pose follow a motion model with the input u = (δx, δy, δθ) and edges linking features and poses follow an observation model similarly. Noticed that every feature node is connected with an isolated factor, which means prior probability density for a feature should be provided if the robot needs to locate in a given map. In our case, such factors can be neglected.
In the factor graph F = (M, X , ε), we can denote factors, variables and edges as φ i ∈ M, x i ∈ X and e ij ∈ ε, respectively. Writing all of the variables for an assignment to the set X i , we can define the global factorized optimization problem of the example as:
It is easy to extend Eq. (17) to a general global optimization function which can be solved by general non-linear least squares method like Gauss-Newton method. 
III. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW
The experiment overview and results are interpreted in this section. Not only did we build the corresponding simulation environment, but we also experimented in the real scene. The platform in our experiment is the Fetch robot [43] (Fig. 8) . It is equipped with a SICK 2D laser scanner at 15 Hz and has a 220 degree field of view with an angular resolution of 0.3323 degree and a 25 meter valid range. The simulator is designed for Fetch robot including Fetch model and working environment. All the simulation parameters are set the same as a real Fetch while we assumed the observation noise and odometry noise obey zero mean Gaussian distribution n s ∼ N (0, s ) and n o ∼ N (0, o ) respectively, which are supposed to be similar to the real robot's noise. During the simulation s was set to (0.02m, 0.02m) with regard to (δx, δy) for the laser point in Cartesian coordinate, and o was set to (0.05m, 0.05m, 0.001rad) with regard to (δx, δy, δθ) for the odometry.
We built three different simulated environments and one real scenario to test our algorithm and compared with common algorithms, namely Cartographer [13] , ICP [44] and NDT [10] . We also conducted experiments to analyze the uncertainty during fitting. Furthermore, we compared the uncertainty via different optimization methods. In our case, the proposed algorithm is adapted to EKF approach as a control group.
B. ANALYSIS OF FEATURE FITTING
We tested the fitting process at various observing angles since the moving robot cannot observe objects ideally. In this test, Fetch robot made a counter-clockwise circular motion around the object 3 meters from the robot on y-axis (As shown in Fig. 9 ). Because the dimension of two axes are able to judge the fitting performance intuitively, we only compare F r 1 and F r 2 in this case. Table 1 shows the average error percentage of different dimensional features: Feature 1 ∼ (F r 1 = 1m, F r 1 = 0.25m), Feature 2 ∼ (F r 2 = 1m, F r 2 = 0.5m), Feature 3 ∼ (F r 3 = 1m, F r 3 = 0.75m), and Feature 4 ∼ (F r 4 = 1m, F r 4 = 1m). The fitting process in each case was performed for 15 times before the final results were obtained.
It can be seen errors of four features are reasonably small. The average error percentage of F r 1 and F r 2 descends with the decreasing of axis ratio τ = F r 1 F r 2 . Feature 1 has the largest τ and the biggest error percentage. As is shown in Fig. 10(c) , F r 1 has two distinct growth with the increase of steps, but F r 2 doesn't represent the similar regularity. According to Fig. 10(b) , errors of F r 2 are not significantly large compared with F r 1 . If marking positions where the error percentage of F r 1 is over 10% with green diamond markers, we can obviously see that these large errors are mostly found at positions where the robot observes feature's narrow end. Fig. 10(d) illustrates error and 3-sigma bounds among all steps. As we can see, the error of F r 1 reaches the maximum around 1.5m at the 90th step but it is still located within 3-sigma bounds as well as errors of all the other steps. Fig. 11(a) , Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 13(a) show the error occurrence for Feature 2, Feature 3, and Feature 4 respectively. It can be seen that the error-prone positions are most likely occurred when observing the narrow end of features, but the probability of large-error occurrence and the value of errors descend with the decrease of τ . By comparing all the four features' error and 3-sigma bounds, it can be found that Feature 1 possesses the largest errors for F r 1 and F r 2 by around 0.5m and 0.1m ( Fig. 10(d) ), Feature 2's largest errors locate at 0.29m and 0.09m ( Fig. 11(d) ), Feature 3 possesses the largest errors for F r 1 and F r 2 by around 0.17m and 0.08m ( Fig. 12(d) ) and Feature 4 has the largest errors for 0.1m and 0.1m ( Fig. 13(d) ). All the errors are strictly limited within the 3-sigma bounds.
C. SLAM SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we constructed multiple expected working scenarios (as shown in Fig. 14) , and compared our method with the state of the art 2D SLAM system Cartographer [13] , and other widely used algorithm: ICP without an initial guess (set initial guess to zero, denoted by 0 ICP), ICP with a good initial guess (set initial guess to the odometry value, denoted by 1 ICP), NDT without an initial guess (set initial guess to zero, denoted by 0 NDT), and NDT with a good initial guess (set initial guess to the odometry value, denoted by 1 NDT). Noted that the results of Cartographer is under the configuration ''using odometry information'', while the other four approaches doesn't utilize odometry. We evaluated our algorithm with other methods by comparing difference with ground truth in x, y, θ via Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) and error per step. In order to clear the advantages of factor graph optimization in our algorithm, a general extended Kalman filter based SLAM algorithm [45] was adopted as a controlled group. Different from common EKF SLAM, the state vector is composed of current pose and parameterized features under the parametrization of the proposed algorithm (Denoted by EKF directly). Remarked that estimated features at the last step as well as estimated pose at each individual step are chosen for purposes of comparison. Table 2 gives groundtruth of feature parameters in each case. F φ is denoted by ''-'' if that feature is circular shaped. All the features are built in Gazebo. To enhance the visualization performance, real feature is filled with black shadow and estimated result by our method is filled with orange color in the trajectories comparison figures (Fig. 15(a) , Fig. 16(a) , Fig. 17(a) , and Fig. 21 ).
In Case 1 (Fig. 14(a) ), the robot moved around one single elliptical feature. Trajectory comparison is illustrated in Fig. 15(a) . 0 ICP and 0 NDT are not depicted for the sake of completely wrong results. A turn back exists in the trajectory of 1 NDT which is caused by the similar shape at both sides. 1 ICP is better than 1 NDT but is still worse than Cartographer. The trajectory of our method is the closest to the groundtruth. Fig. 15(b) demonstrates the estimated error of robot pose in δx, δy and δθ varying with time. Both ICP and NDT cannot provide reasonable result, the maximum errors of δx and δy exceed 4 meters and the variation of rotation error is even greater. Cartographer and our method can maintain the error within a small range. In the dash rectangle we enlarged part of the error curve from 50s to 60s. It can be found the absolute translation error of Cartographer is around 0.4m while ours is within 0.1m. The peak of rotation error of both Cartographer and our method can reach 0.2rad but it is clearly seen that ours has a lower average level than that of Cartographer.
In Case 2 ( Fig. 14(b) ), the robot moved around five features including circular and elliptical shape. Trajectory comparison is illustrated in Fig. 16(a) . 0 ICP and 0 NDT are not depicted for the sake of completely wrong results. 1 ICP and 1 NDT still perform badly. The trajectory of our method is the closest to the ground truth. There is a relatively large jump in the Cartographer's trajectory, the reason of which is that the observed scan points are located on the other side of features in contrast to previous observation. Thus the registration process considers point sets on both side as the same during scan matching. Fig. 16(b) demonstrates the estimated error of robot pose in δx, δy and δθ varying with time. Both 0 ICP and 0 NDT cannot provide reasonable result, where the translation error and rotation error are too large. The results in the first half part of 1 ICP and 1 NDT are roughly near the real trajectory, but in the remainder part they diverged because of wrong matching. Cartographer and our method can maintain the error within a small range. In the dash rectangle we enlarged part of the error curve from 50s to 60s. It can be found clearly that our error is less than that of Cartographer. The peak of rotation error of Cartographer is even beyond 0.2rad while ours keep the error level stick to near 0. It is worth saying that 1 NDT possesses a smaller rotation error and δy error than Cartographer dramatically, due to the increased amount of features. In Case 3 (Fig. 14(c) ), the robot moved through and around eleven features including circular and elliptical shape. Trajectory comparison is illustrated in Fig. 17(a) . 0 NDT is not depicted for the sake of completely wrong result. In this case 0 ICP, 1 ICP and 1 NDT are partly trusty when the robot can observe features from both left and right sides. Then the trajectories starts to drift since it can only observe features from a single side. Our trajectory is still the nearest to the groundtruth and Cartographer in this case performs the best compared with the other 2 cases. Fig. 17(b) demonstrates the pose error of the robot in δx, δy and δθ varying with time. 0 NDT in this case is the method that generate the worst result. In the dash rectangle we enlarged part of the error curve from 80s to 120s. Our method's error is still the smallest one.
We also utilized EKF method to evaluate the accuracy of importing factor graph. From Fig. 15 to Fig. 17 it can be seen directly that our method via factor graph possesses a more accurate result compared with EKF. In order to demonstrate the superiority of factor graph, we depicted the uncertainty comparison between EKF frame and factor graph frame as is shown in Fig. 18 . Obviously the uncertainty curve of factor graph performs more continuously and smoothly than that of EKF. It is worth noting that although in Case 2 and Case 3 the uncertainty of factor graph exceeds that of EKF and the θ uncertainty of EKF is dramatically small in Case 3 compared with that of factor graph, we still cannot regard that EKF is more accurate than factor graph. The reason has been proved in [45] :
• The inconsistency of EKF SLAM may cause the variance of the robot orientation estimate to be incorrectly reduced to zero.
• The linearization process of EKF SLAM can introduce errors to make the estimated uncertainty smaller or larger than true uncertainty. The error of each pose is depicted as is shown in Fig. 18(c) . It can be found that errors of our approach are distributed within the uncertainty range, while EKF's errors exceed the corresponding uncertainty greatly even if the uncertainty looks fairly small. The uncertainty of poses and features in the map is displayed as is shown in Fig. 19 (black ellipses are true features). Two conclusions can be drawn: (a) If only one single feature exists, the performance of factor graph and EKF are slightly different, but the difference is indeed small. (b) If there are more than one feature in the environment, factor graph can obtain more accurate estimate compared with EKF especially when loop closure happens. Table 3 provides the RMSE for all the methods with respect to three cases. Table 4 lists feature parameters error comparing estimated features obtained by our method with ground truth.
It can be concluded from Table 3 that our method possesses the minimal RMSE for three simulated cases except for θ in Case 1 and Case 2, while Cartographer performs better than the other four methods. Nevertheless, the difference between our method via factor graph and EKF for Case 1 and Case 2 are quite minor that the difference is no more than 0.007rad. Another conclusion is NDT method is less adapted to the open environment than ICP method because of sparsely distributed sensor data. Fortunately, a good initial guess for both ICP and NDT can improve the accuracy significantly, but they cannot reach Cartographer's accuracy. By comparing errors in Cartographer and our method from Case 1 to Case 3, the accuracy of our method enhanced with the increasing feature amounts, while Cartographer is not influenced. This phenomenon is due to the compact graph structure as we associate data before graph optimization, which makes the result robust and accurate. 
D. REAL EXPERIMENT
In this section, we conducted a real world environment ( Fig. 20) with 7 features surrounded by glass walls. Laser data is not reliable hitting transparent glass. The origin position is manually measured as well as features' positions with respect to the predetermined coordinate at the origin point, and the accuracy of measurement is within 0.1m. Because we only have odometry information and features' manually measured position, we did not compare pose errors. Instead, the odometry and measured features' position were used to roughly distinguish the trajectory and evaluate the mapping performance. Fig. 21 depicts trajectories obtained by our method and Cartographer. Both ICP and NDT failed in obtaining an acceptable solution. Real features are plotted in grey shadow via rough measurement, and orange features are the estimated result by our method. Some estimated features are around 0.5 meter from the actual corresponding features, and the axes dimension of one elliptical feature shrinks. But the trajectory of Cartographer is obviously untrusted because it goes through a feature. Our method performs better in this case. Fig. 22 (a) depicts pose uncertainty comparison between our method and EKF approach. Same phenomenon occurs resembling simulation experiments. Fig. 22(b) shows the ''real'' features lie in the uncertainty range of ours, while one estimated feature by EKF exceeds the reliable range.
We also evaluated our approach on public dataset Victoria Park [46] as is shown in Fig. 23 . However, cartographer cannot be adopted on this dataset. Hence, we only compared our method with a point feature based approach [47] which is marked by blue line. GPS data of the dataset is marked by black dot, and our method is expressed by red line. Red ellipses (which look like red points because of the scaled display) are estimated features by our approach. It is not easy to evaluate the accuracy of trajectory quantitatively since the GPS data is untrustworthy. Also, if looking at the turn on the right it can be seen that our method drifts a little compared with point feature SLAM. This is because features at that turn are rare which makes the ellipse fitting process unstable. But the performance is better in the middle part and the left part since features are trustful.
E. MAPPING QUALITY
In this section we compared the mapping performance between Cartographer and our method. Mapping by Cartographer is an occupancy grid map which is widely used in robotics algorithms. However, the accuracy of occupied grid map is affected by the size of the grid. The mapping representation of our method directly expresses features with conic equation. The advantages include three aspects: 1. Mapping is continuous so that mapping accuracy won't be influenced by Fig. 24 compares mapping performance of Cartographer and ours. The first row is obtained by Cartographer and the second row is by our method. It is clear that our method can obtain a good map. In the first row of Case 1, Case 2, and Real Case, it is easy to find abundant duplicated and overlapping curves which should be assembled to the same feature. But Cartographer did well for Case 3 because peripheral features are observed on one side which will not introduce too much error into the optimization problem.
We also compared the estimated features with ground truth (Ground truth: Case 1 to Case 3. Rough measurement: Real experiment) to check the accuracy numerically and to make figures friendly to read we filled real features and estimated results with black and orange shadow respectively in the trajectories comparison figures (Fig. 15(a) , Fig. 16(a) , Fig. 17(a) , and Fig. 21 ). As is shown in Table 4 , for simulation experiments, the accuracy of majority estimated features is around 2 centimeters except a few large error terms. But even these large terms are within 10 centimeters. However, real experiment performs worse than simulations, the largest error term reaches 20 centimeters (As shown in Fig. 21 , two estimated features are far away from the measured true features). Also, mapping of the Victoria Park by Cartographer is not built due to the capability limitation, while our approach built the map shown in Fig. 23 . Nevertheless, our method is able to provide a continuous, well-performed and robust map in contract to Cartographer.
IV. CONCLUSION
A conic feature based SLAM algorithm in open environment via 2D lidar was proposed in this paper. Tradition scan matching methods are not competent for working in an open environment where sufficient edges and corners do not exist. We proposed a conic feature based method to represent features and reformed corresponding graph structure instead of matching scan points in a traditional approach. First, the raw data was processed with the prior information of odometry to associate data. Then conic feature fitting was applied to transform points to the feature parametrization proposed in this paper. At last a factor graph optimization was adopted to obtain pose estimates as well as the map in our representation. Simulation experiments and real environment test demonstrated that our proposed SLAM algorithm can get accurate and convincing results for the open environment and the map in our representation can accurately express the environment situation.
In the future work, we will utilize more types of geometric information in a general form to solve SLAM problem and verify on more public datasets. 
